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Purpose Statement	


§  MI is a collaborative conversation style for strengthening a person’s 
own motivation and commitment to change 

§  MI encourages patients to identify their own motivations for change, 
based on their own internal drives, rather than have the patient accept 
external values forced upon them by the provider 

 

§  Several studies have demonstrated MI’s positive impact on chronic 
illness management in primary care 

 

This poster presentation will highlight the use of motivational interviewing 
(MI) as a means to  positively impact chronic illness. The key concepts of 
MI will be presented as well as ways that primary care providers may 
begin to implement MI into their own practices. 

Successful health interventions are patient-centered, focus on the 
intrinsic needs of the individual, and are relationship oriented 

They result in self satisfaction, positive well-being, and sustainable  
positive health outcomes	


§  Collaborative conversation which strengthens a person’s own 
motivation and commitment to change  

§  Four processes (2013): 
‒  Engaging 
‒  Focusing 
‒  Evoking 
‒  Planning 

§  Atmosphere for MI: “Spirit of MI”: partnership, acceptance, empathy, 
respect, non-judgmental 

§  Participants improved both their exercise amount and also their 
confidence to engage in exercise.   
•  Confidence to engage in PA increased (p=.02) 
•  PA (chart): Looking at the 7 women who completed all MI 

sessions: 43% completed 8/8 wks PA 

Motivational Interviewing 	

as Successful Health Intervention	


Key Concepts of MI	


Implications for Practice	


Figure 1. Engagement in PA by weeks (n=7): 43% of the 
women engaged in PA 8 out of 8 weeks of the project 

Ø  MI has the potential to improve the chronic illness conditions and is a 
viable strategy to implement in primary care settings. 

Ø  Principles of MI, examples, challenges/solutions to MI implementation 
have been addressed.   

Ø  Prevention focused interventions which impact chronic illness, reduce 
costs, and allow greater access to primary care, are essential to the 
future of health care 

Effectiveness of MI in Primary Care	

§  MI was implemented as a part of a clinical inquiry project (CIP) in 12 

primary care low income women in southeastern Michigan.  
§  Participants were interested in increasing their physical activity levels 

from zero physical activity to some.  
§  Physical activity is a key component of a healthy lifestyle and have a 

positive impact on chronic health conditions.  

Figure 2. Confidence in self to become more physically 
active (significance .027) 

Ø  Motivational Interviewing is an effective strategy for improving low 
income women’s engagement in physical activity: it has the potential to 
affect chronic illness and save health care dollars 

Ø  Women moved themselves forward against significant life challenges 
Ø  Project offers solution to dilemma of offering MI in busy practice with 

multiple providers 

Example: CIP budget for MI 

Challenges/Solutions of using���
 MI in Primary Care 	


Challenge: “I do not have the time to implement this strategy, it is time 
consuming.” 

Solution: Deliver MI in small doses, “why would it be important to you to 
exercise?”  Review reasons at next visit and explore more. 

Challenge: “There is a lot to learn to deliver MI effectively.” 
Solution: Seminars, audio tools, books plentiful; start to process.  
Challenge: “Patients will not be interested in this type of interaction.” 
Solution: Research shows that patients want to be respected, engaged, 

and participatory in their own health management. 
Challenge: “The cost of learning MI makes MI non feasible.” 
Solution: Cost is negligible in the long run as the reduction of the high 

burden/cost  associated with uncontrolled chronic health conditions is 
immeasurable. 
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